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It is shown that fluctuations result in an anomalous behavior of the Josephson current in tunnel con
tacts with small cross section. The effect of various types of fluctuations on the direct and alternating 
Josephson currents is considered. The results agree with available experimental data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN superconducting tunnel junctions having a small 
cross-sectional area of contact, the Josephson coupling 
energy E UJ may be commensurate with the energy of 
fluctuations. In this case the phase difference of the 
ordering parameter in the superconductors provides 
marked fluctuations, as a result of which [21 a finite 
voltage appears at the barrier for a given current even 
in that region of currents where a superconducting cur
rent would be observed in the absence of fluctuations. It 
is important that the tunnel current which flows thereby 
has the same nature as the ordinary Josephson cur
rent. [aJ The dependence of current on voltage is non
linear in the general case and is determined by the flue
tuation mechanism. If E ~ 8 (® = kT, where Tis the 
transition temperature), and we have an ideal external 
circuit or a superconducting ring closed by the tunnel 
contact, the basic mechanism disturbing the stabiliza
tion of the coherent state of two superconductors with a 
fixed phase difference consists of thermodynamic flue
tuations. When E » ® quantum fluctuations of charge 
can be very important in tunnel contacts of small size. 
These can be treated by considering the Coulomb inter
action of the electrons. 

It is clear that the Coulomb interaction of the elec
trons inside each of the metals is taken into account in 
the model of Cohen, Falicov, and Phillips, [41 since it 
simply leads to a renormalization of the expression for 
the gap in the spectrum of elementary excitations of the 
superconductors. The interaction of electrons through 
the barrier is not accounted for in the model. It would 
seem that accounting for this would not lead to signifi
cant changes in the tunnel current because of strong 
screening of the electron interaction potential. How
ever, in the tunneling process, the electrical neutrality 
of each metal individually may be virtually destroyed, 
and a surface charge will accumulate on the plates of 
the condenser formed by the tunnel contact. For broad 
contacts the effect of electron interaction through the 
barrier will be of little significance, since the Coulomb 
energy of the condenser for a given charge is inversely 
proportional to the area of the cross section. 

Finally, the action of dissipative fluctuations intro
duced from the external circuit is verf important. As 
Larkin and Ovchinnikov have shown, ls these fluctuations 
lead to the appearance of a finite band of frequencies 
irradiated by the Josephson tunnel structure. 

In this paper we shall investigate the effect of dissi
pative and quantum fluctuations. We neglect retardation 
effectsl6 ' 71 and the effect of the action of the quasi-par
ticle current on the tunnel current of the Cooper pairs. 

2. DISSIPATIVE FLUCTUATIONS 

Consider a system consisting of a Josephson contact 
supplied from a source with emf E and internal resis
tance R. The contact is assumed small, so that the cur
rent is uniform over its section. Assuming that the 
main contribution is given by fluctuations introduced 
from the external circuit, we obtain this equation for 
the phase difference cp laJ: 

.. ~ 2e 2eE+ V(t) 
Ccp+R+hiosincp=T R {1) 

where C is the capacitance of the tunnel contact, Io is 
the Josephson current amplitudelaJ (E =11Io/2e), V{t) is 
the stochastic emf arising as a result of thermal fluc
tuations in the external circuit. It is assumed that V{t) 
has the characteristics of white noise (see, for exam
ple, [81 ). 

We consider first the case when the capacitance of 
the tunnel contact may be neglected. Then the Fokker
Planck equation corresponding to Eq. {1) will have the 
form 

aw azw aw 
-=D--. +~hoscpW+(Qsincp-Qo)-. {2) at ocp2 ii<o 

Here D = ®oR(2e/fl) 2, ®o is the temperature of the ex
ternal circuit, 0 = 2eioR/fl, ilo = 2eE/fl, W = W(cp, ti<Po, to) 
is the conventional density of the probability of finding 
a phase difference in the interval cp, cp + dcp at time t, 
if when t =to the magnitude of cp = <{Jo, i.e., W(cp, toi<Po, to) 
= o(cp -<Po). 

We introduce the quantities 
~ 

Xn(t}= ~ dcpein~W(cp,tlcpo,O}. {3) 

From {2) we obtain the following equation for Xn: 

f)xn Qn {4) at =(-Dn2 + inQo)Xn(t}-?[Xn+t(t)- Xn-t(l}]. 

As t- co, axn/at = 0, and for xn(oo) we obtain an equa
tion in finite differences, which is easily solved: 

I · (z) I +. (z) 
Xn(oo)=8(n)~-+8(-n) n "' . 

/_;'" (z) I;,. 
{5) 
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Here Ip(z) is a Bessel function with imaginary argument 
Zo = ~h/D, z = U/D. 

The de Josephson current can be found from the re
lation 

(6) 

The relation (6) connects the de current with the emf 
of the source. However, experimentally one measures 
the dependence of current on the contact voltage. The 
dependence of voltage on the source emf is obtained by 
averaging Eq. (1): 

(7) 

If we eliminate the parameter zo from (6) and (7), we 
obtain the dependence of current on voltage, which is 
given in Fig. 1 for several values of z (V 1 = loR). In the 
limiting cases of large and small z it is possible to ob
tain simple expressions. 

For z- co 

I
E/R; O~E~lof/., V=O 

I= ;(Yi+(;~)"-1); v~o (8) 

For z « 1 

I= jr,z 2eVD/h (g) 
2 (2eV/h)'+D2 

We now consider the spectrum of the Josephson 
radiation R(w): 

2 ~ 

R(w)=-l02 Re ~ dte'"''R(t), (10) 
n 

0 

where R(t) is the correlation function l8 l: 

~ ~ 

R(t) = lim j dq; ~ dq;1 sin !jl sin q;,W(q;, t + t./q;~, t!) W(q;,, tdq;o, to). 
t 1-to-t-co 

-oo -oo {ll) 

For calculating R(w) it is convenient to introduce the 
quantities 

~ ~ 

Rmn(w)= lim ~ dte'"'' ~ dq; 
t1-to---K~C 0 

~ 

X ~ dq;1 eHm~+n~,) W ( tp, t + t,J rp~, t,) W ( !jlt, t,J cpo, to). (12) 

Considering Eqs. (25) and (28), we obtain for Rmn(w), 

R ( ) _ 1 ·[ Xm+n ( 00) mz J 
mn (J) - • - 2 (Rm+l,,,(w)-Rm-t,n(w)) . 

m2 - i(y + mz0 ) .D 
(13) 

In the general case the solution of the recurrent re
lation (13) can be obtained only in the form of a series 
in powers of z. If the Josephson coupling energy is 
much smaller than the energy of the fluctuation (z « 1), 
then we get from (13), to terms of second order in z, 
using the definitions (10) and (11) for R(w) 

FIG. I. 

Here 
2-4zo2 -3zoy + 2zo(Y+2zo) 

/(zo) = (1 + z02) (4 + z02)[1 + (y + z0) 2] (1 + zo212 [1 + (Y + zo) 2] 

1 { 4-4zo(y+zo)-(Y + 2zo) 2 

+ 11+ (y + zo) 2](i6 + (IJ + 2zo) 2] 1 + Zo2 

2 [1- (Y + z0) 2]- (y+zo) (Y + 2zo) \ 
+4 ,. 

1 +(Y +zo) 2 
(15) 

We note that in the general case R(w) differs from the 
expression obtained by Larkin and Ovchinnikovl5 J and 
becomes equal to it only in the two limiting cases 
ilo >> il and z << 1. This is because the system is non
linear, and although the input probability process is 
white noise, the distribution for W(cp, tl cpo, to) will be 
normal only in these limiting cases. In Eq. (14) the 
correction of order z 2 to the relation obtained in rsJ leads 
to the appearance of a resonance at w = 2il o, to a slight 
shift of the resonance frequencies relative to ilo and 
2ilo, and to asymmetry of the spectrum near these fre
quencies. We remark that resonances appear in the 
vicinity of nilo if one includes terms of higher order 
in z. 

We now return to the general equation (1) and see 
how these results change when the capacitance of the 
tunnel contact is taken into account. Since Eq. (1) con
tains the second derivative with respect to time, then in 
accordance with Dub's theorem r8 J the probability proc
ess will not be unidimensional, as when C = 0, but two
dimensional. The Fokker-Planck equation for this case 
has the form 

aw D a2W a q 1 aw aw 
-= ---+--W +-(Qsincp- Qo) --q -. (16) at .. , aq2 aq -r -r aq acp 

Here q = cp, 'T = RC, W = W(cp, q, tJcpo, qo, to). When 
t = to 

W(<p, q, toJ<po, qo, to) = il(q- qo)li(<p- <po). 

We introduce the quantities 

~ .., 
Xn(k,t)= ~ d<p ~ dqein~e-ikqW(cp,q,tJO,O,O). 

Using Eq. (16), we obtain for xn(k, t) 

~ 

X ~ dk, ktGn(kJk,; t- tt)[xn+i(k,, tt)- Xn-dkt, It)],. 

(17) 

(18) 
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where 

XnO(k, t)= exp{ -r n2D1:[( ~- 2th z~) 
+ ~ ( 1- e-2ti<) (~- th _:_)'1- iQ0 [nt- (k + n,;) ( 1 - e-'1') 1l} 

2 n,; 2T - -

Gn (kl k1; t) = {)(ke-tf<- k1 - nT(1- e-11<) )exp{- [ (Dn2 - iQ0) t 

+ !}_ (k + m) 2 (1- e-211<) + (iQ0 - 2nD) (k + Tn) (1- e-tln~\ 
~ ll 

The de Josephson current is connected with xn(k, t) by 
a relation like (6) 

x1 (0, oo)- X-t(O, oo) (19) 
I= Io 2i . 

Just as in deriving (7), we can find the connection be
tween the contact voltage and the source emf. However, 
since we cannot obtain the exact solution of Eq. (18) and 
must solve it by iterations accurate to terms of first 
order in z, it is unnecessary to write out the relation 
between voltage and emf, since they coincide to this ac
curacy. Solving Eq. (18) with the accuracy stipulated 
above, and then substituting this solution for X1 into 
(19), we obtain an expression for the de current in series 
form 

ZZo "" (-1)n{ 1 I = Io- etf,, ~ ~-- -.,-,-------c---.,-
2 ,,:;,n!z,n (1+nz1) 2+z02 ( 1 + nz, + Zt) 2 + z02 } ' 

(20) 
where z1 = (DTt1. 

As can be seen from this relation, the de current is 
reduced in comparison to the current when C = 0 (see 
Eq. (9)). Otherwise the dependence of the current on the 
contact voltage is similar to that for C = 0. The power 
spectrum of the Josephson radiation, unlike the de cur
rent, can be significantly different if C /= 0. This can be 
clearly seen even in the limit when the nonlinear term 
in Eq. (1) may be neglected, i.e., when n «no. In this 
case the probability process becomes normal and the 
calculation can be carried to its end. The solution to 
Eq. (16) will be 

W(<p, q, tl<po, qo, 0) 

= 1 ex {- [ (q-q(t))_' (<p-<po+¢(t))2]} (21) 
2rrcr(t)~(t) p 2cr2 (t) + 262 (t) 

Here 
q ( t) = q0e-<l• + Q0 ( 1 - e-<1<), ~2 ( t) = 2D ( t - 2-,; th ( t / 2T) ) , 

D ~ -
a'(t) = -:r (1- e-''1'), .p(t) = ,;(q- qo)- not- 1 + e-''' (q- q(t) ). 

In this approximation there is no de component of 
current. The power spectrum is calculated from form
ulas like (10) and (11). The result for R(w) agrees with 
the expression obtained by Larkin and Ovchinnikov. [5 J 

When n 2: no a significant change in the form of the 
spectrum is possible. Unfortunately, this case does not 
yield to analysis. 

3. QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS OF CHARGE 

We now consider the case when a sufficiently small 
contact is supplied from an ideal generator of current 
I at ® = 0. The classical Hamiltonian of such a system, 
according to Anderson, (gJ is 

Q' ft 
H=2C-2e"(Iocoscp+I<p). (22) 

Here Q is the charge on the tunnel contact condenser, 
which is connected with the phase difference by the re
lation (Cfi/2e)cp = Q. 

From (22) it is seen that there are metastable states 
in the system, and the phase difference 'Pn in these is 
equal to arc sin x + 21Tn (x = I/Io, n is an integer). At 
finite temperatures the system can make a transition 
from one metastable state to another under the influence 
of thermodynamic fluctuations, with a probability 
~ exp (-t.E/®), where t.E is the height of the barrier 
separating these states. Transitions of this type, as 
shown in [llJ, lead to the appearance of a voltage across 
the contact. If® = 0, then in the classical case the sys
tem will be found in some state with a fixed phase differ
ence and, consequently, with V = 0. In the quantum
mechanical case the system can tunnel into a neighbor
ing, quasi -stationary state. The quantum analog of 
Hamiltonian (22) (see cwJ) can be written 

2e2 [)2 ft 
H = ----- (/0 cos<p+Icp). (23) 

C fJ<p2 2e 

If the electrostatic energy e 2/C is much smaller than 
the coupling energy, the system can be in quasi-station
ary states in the vicinity of minima in the potential en
ergy U(cp) for a rather long time. The wave function IJ! 
for these states can be found in the quasi-classical ap
proximation. Since the wave functions of adjacent states 
overlap, the system will make stepwise transitions from 
one state to another with an increase in the number n. 
For the probability of a transition during an oscillation 
period to an adjacent quasi-stationary state we have the 
expression [11 

~ 2 y 
P ~ exp- 2j) ~ d<p{ ---;-[U(<p) - U(<pt)l} ', (24) 

~· 

where cp1 =arc sinx, {3 = (EC/4e2)112 , and cp 2 is the 
closest turning point to cp 1· 

The difference between the processes leading to the 
appearance of a voltage drop in the quantum case for 
® = 0 and the analogous (seec21 ) classical processes for 
® /= 0 should be noted. In the classical case the system 
diminishes its energy by an amount (nfl/e)I in making a 
transition to a neighboring metastable state. This en
ergy is given up to the thermostat. In the quantum case 
tunneling occurs with conservation of energy. After 
tunneling the system would continue to move quickly in 
the direction of increasing cp. The latter, however, does 
not occur on account of the strong interaction with the 
electromagnetic field, which also withdraws an energy 
(nfl/e)I. Of course, such consideration of the processes 
is impossible to accept as a rigorous one, since there is 
assumed to be a practically instantaneous transfer of 
energy (nfl/e)I to the field. Nevertheless, with this 
simplification of the problem one gets the correct value 
of the least possible voltage that appears at the tunnel 
contact, given I < Io. 

Considering these remarks and using (24), it is not 
difficult to calculate the dependence of current on volt
age by the method set forth in [21 . Figure 2 gives the 
results of a numerical calculation of the dependence of x 
on V /V o (Yo = (1/20)a (illo/2eC) 112 , a ~ 1) for various 
values of {3. For large {3 the de Josephson current can 
run from zero to a certain value without the appearance 
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FIG. 2. 

of a noticeable voltage drop at the junction. Further in
crease of current brings about an appreciable voltage 
drop. We emphasize that this treatment and the results 
shown in Fig. 2 are more qualitative than quantitative in 
character. 

We now consider processes occurring in the tunnel 
contact (® = 0), the macroscopic state of which was pre
pared in the following way: at a certain moment of time 
the contact was connected to a generator of voltage V, 
and then disconnected at t = 0. In this case the system 
can be described by the Hamiltonian (23) with I = O· 
however, the wave function will be a superposition 'of 
eigenfunctions of the operator H due to the fact that at 
t = 0 we have given a voltage V = e(Q)/C. The coeffi
cients of the expansion of lj! in the eigenfunctions are de
termined from the energy minimum of the system with 
the condition that (Q) = m, where m is an integer. 
Solving the variational problem in the usual way, we ob
tain the equation 

(25) 

Here E and J-L are the Lagrangian multipliers deter
mined from the normalization condition for lj!(cp) and the 
requirement (Q) = m. 

In the approximation f3 « 1, we find for ~j;(cp) 

( ~ )~ [ 'IJ(<p) = - eim~/2 ~ expl 
3t h 

(26) 

The average value of the current operator is found in 
the usual way: . 

I (t) = / 0 ~ dcp'IJ* (<p) eiHt/1> sin cpe-iHt,n 'iJ (<p). (27) 

The result of a calculation of (27) has a satisfactorily 
simple and clear form only for voltages {3e 2 /C << eV. 
This lower limit to the voltage means that the barrier 
voltage must exceed the quantum-mechanical fluctua
tions arising during electron tunneling. 

There is also an upper voltage limit, e V < 2 A, due to 
the fact that when e V > 2 A quasi -particle current will 
be excited. 

Neglecting terms of order E/CV2 , we obtain from 
(27), after elementary transformations, l12J 

lo . [ 1 ( 1 )2] /(t)=--=~sm{Qo+(2k+1)wo]texpl -- k-- , 
l'n~ • ~ 4 

where wo = 4e2/Ch. 

(28) 

In spite of the fact that our analysis was made for a 
disconnected external circuit, the result is applicable 
also to the case when a generator having sufficiently 
high resistance is connected when ® = 0. In this case it 
is possible to make use of the Hamiltonian (22) with 
I = 0, if {3e/C « V. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Thus, in small superconducting tunnel contacts 
significant deviations from the ordinary behavior of the 
Josephson current are possible. Evidently, the effect of 
the dissipative fluctuations is the most important in an 
experiment. This is because one usually investigates 
tunnel contacts with an E so large that quantum fluctua
tions may be neglected. 

The first experimental evidence of the effect of flue
tuations was discovered by Shigi et al. l13 J The form of 
the current-voltage curve they obtained is similar to 
the curve for z ~ 2 in Fig. 1. Quantitative comparison 
with the results ofl13 J is impossible because of the lack 
of detailed information about this experiment. Besides, 
it is hopeless to look for a good quantitative agreement 
with the results ofl13J, since the experiment was per
formed on a sample with dimensions that exceeded the 
Josephson penetration depth, whereas our calculation 
was for the opposite case. We mention one further ex
periment in which a very significant effect due to dissi
pative fluctuations was observed, the experiment of 
Vant-Hull and Mercereau, l14 J in which it was shown that 
even in the absence of a superconducting current through 
the contact, the ac Josephson current can lead to the 
appearance of resonance steps associated with the 
radiation of high-frequency power. The dependence of 
current on voltage, after elimination of the quasi-parti
c_le current and the spikes from the resonance steps, is 
hke the curve for z ~ 0.5 in Fig. 1. This dependence 
oscillates with changing magnetic field just as the 
superconducting Josephson current does. 

It would be of interest to investigate experimentally 
the spectrum of Josephson radiation for the systems 
described in Sec. 3. If the apparatus has insufficient 
resolving power, one will observe a line of Gaussian 
shape centered at w = no and having a width 

l:;.w = 4e2 ( filoC )'f, 
en 2e3 · 

(29) 

This spectrum will be made up of individual lines 
separated by wo and run together by the dissipative fluc
tuations. The measurement of wo is evidently most 
easily accomplished by measuring the rf radiation of a 
contact that is supplied from a pulse generator. When 
the repetition rate of the pulses coincides with wo, a 
sharp spike in the intensity of the radiation will occur. 

In conclusion, the authors express their sincere 
thanks to A. I. Larkin and Yu. N. Ovchinnikov for a dis
cussion of the work and a number of valuable remarks. 
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